Hand Cream your skin in your hands

Official Supporter of the Spanish National Teams of Climbing and Paraclimbing

About Us
YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS
Climbskin® is a young company created by a
group of friends, all of us lovers of nature and
sports, particularly of climbing in all its
disciplines and branches. In our wish to
overcome the limitation caused by the hands
skin damage, we decided to pool our
knowledge to create Climbskin® Hand Cream.
We have a Ph.D. in Chemistry, a Biologist with
over ten years of experience in the
manufacture of cosmetics, a nature-based
health Physician and above all many years of
climbing among friends.

WE OFFER A NOVEL AND

MAXIMUM QUALITY PRODUCT
Climbskin® Hand Cream is the result of a hard
but rewarding work, a wall difficult to be crowned
but with great views from its top. Climbskin Hand
Cream® is a unique product.

and believe you will enjoy it as much as we already do".

Corporate Social

Responsibility

Respect for nature and the environment have been and
will be companions on this journey, in fact we make a
pledge to donate 1% of our sales to partnerships that
promote sustainable climbing or to asociations that really
inspire all of us like Climbers Against Cancer that we are
proud to support.
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Description

FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

S upply

Climbskin® Hand Cream is designed by climbers
for climbers, but also for people who need extra care
of their hands. Climbskin® Hand Cream is a
fast-absorbing cream.

REGENERATES, HEALS,

HYDRATATES AND CALMS

MAXIMUM QUALITY INGREDIENTS
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Its balanced combination of high quality extracts and
oils in an exceptionally thin matrix confer it a dense
texture, not oily even at high temperatures. It does not
contain artificial colors or flavors, only ingredients of
the best quality, whose combination yields a pleasant
aroma, natural and characteristic.
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Climbskin® Hand Cream contains the most potent
skin regenerative agents found in nature, in a new
and precise formula with eight major components:
Dragon’s Blood, Tincture of Benzoin, Centella
Asiatica, Shea Butter, Achillea Millefolium, Buckthorn
Oil, Aloe Vera and Rosehip Oil. Climbskin® Hand
Cream achieves exceptional deep hydratation and
has a great calming effect on the skin.

The cream is sold in plastic containers of 30 ml
(1.01 oz) with a safe sealing and a screw cup.

Dimensions:

5,1 x 5,1 x 3,6 cm (approx. 2 x 2 x 1,4 inches)

W

eight: 2.43 oz (69 G)
(net weight: 1.01 oz / 29 g)

Comparison with
Wax-based
Products

Warranty & Tests

The manufacturer registration number appears at
the bottom of the container (NRI 00523-CS). We
produce under GMP (good manufacturing
practice in accordance with ISO 22716).
Climbskin® Hand Cream is registered with
CPNP, the European portal where, according to
the new regulation 1223/2009, all cosmetics
must register in the European Union.
Patch Test: 0% skin irritability.

Is an emulsion, i.e., it contains ingredients soluble
in oil such as high quality Shea butter, Buckthorn and Rosehip Oils,
but also ingredients soluble in water such as Aloe Vera,
Tincture of Benzoin, Dragon's Blood, extract of Centella Asiatica and
Aquileia Millefollium, components that contribute with their exceptional properties
but cannot be properly incorporated in wax-based products.
The skin absorption and penetration of Climbskin® Hand Cream is much higher than
wax-based products, so there is a deeper hydration, better regeneration and less
residues.
factor that waxes cannot control easily.
Climbskin® Hand Cream contains Tincture of Benzoin and natural silica, components
that, besides their intrinsic properties, regulate sweating, a very limiting factor in the
wax-based products.
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Climbskin® Hand Cream

Challenge Test: This microbiological test
evaluates if the cream undergoes over time any
modification by pathogens (fungi and bacteria).
Climbskin passed this test with 100% effectiveness.
Stability Test: This test examines the cream
performance in a broad range of temperature,
from -10°C to 45°C (14°F /113°F). Climbskin®
Hand Cream proved to be fully efficient within 3
years before opening, and within 6 months after
opening.
Not tested on animals. 100% Vegan.

S

Reviews

& Comments

panish Federation of Mountain
Sports and Climbing (FEDME):
"The cream has complied with the expectations
generated. The Spanish Teams of Climbing value
very positively its use."Conclusion of the Climbskin
test by the Spanish Team of Climbing conducted
in April 2013 (testers: Toni Roy, Edu Marin and
Ramón Julian).
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Atate:

"A wonderful product that I recommend to
everyone. Now we can climb for several
days in a row! It magically soothes and
regenerates the skin."

8a.nu:

"It is a great product, it moisturizes and rebuilts your skin. It is not like the waxy or oily materials,
you can actually put it on before you climb which is one of the most amazing things. Climbskin is
gonna change people's climbing. It is by far the best product on the market". — Chris Sharma
Apply Climbskin Hand Cream 1 hour before climbing. Unlike other products, this is possible thanks
to its quick absorption. A proper hydration gives the skin more elasticity, reducing the chances of
any further damage, such as smilies, cracks or opening calluses. Tincture of benzoin and natural
silica also help to regulate sweating, which is an important factor in skin wear.

"Climbskin is an excellent hand cream to
regenerate damaged skin, which is the
main problem when we overdo our sport.
The sense of relief in the sore hands is
brutal."
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